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An Evaluation of the Indicators and Standards used for the Limits of Acceptable
Change Process in the Absaroka-B^artboth Wilderness
Chairperson: John Goodburn
This paper had the dual purposes of describing the current conditions and
trends of wilderness character for the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness and
assessing the efficacy of the indicators and standards used for campsite
monitoring. Protection of natural resources from campsite impacts is one of the
most challenging problems wilderness managers face due to the fact the Forest
Service is mandated under the Wilderness Act to protect the wilderness
character while continuing to provide outstanding recreational opportunities. The
945,626 acre Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness, located in south central Montana,
collected campsite monitoring data from 1994-2004. Analysis of this data,
through the use of graphs, figures, and maps, showed 2 indicators are improved
in wilderness condition and 6 indicators remained stable. However, a percentage
all of the indicators violated draft standards set by the Forest Service. The two
most egregious were recreation site density, with 49.9% violating the draft
standard, and barren core area, with 22%. The last section of the paper
evaluates the indicators based of 12 criterion. The indicators ranked highest
were cleanliness and number of social trails per recreation site, while number of
encounters on the trail was the lowest. Information from this paper provides
valuable information to assist wilderness managers in future planning and
monitoring efforts and in making better informed decisions.
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Introduction
The Congressional designation of a new Wilderness Area commences the neverending and often difficult challenge of sustaining the inherent values of these
exceptional areas under the sometimes conflicting direction of the Wilderness
Act.

The 1964 Wilderness Act was passed to designate select, undeveloped

federal

lands for increased

resource

protection

and gives

management

responsibility to a number of federal agencies. The act mandates these agencies
to preserve an area’s wilderness character and states that wilderness areas
“shall be administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such
a manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as
wilderness, and so as to provide for the protection of these areas [and] the
preservation of their wilderness character”. (Public Law 88-577,1964).

Section 4(b) of Wilderness Act directs agencies to preserve the wilderness
character of an area; however, the definition of wilderness character is not
specifically described in the act. Wilderness character is generally seen as the
biophysical, experiential, and symbolic ideals that set Wilderness apart from all
other protected areas (Landres et al., 2005).

It is essential for management

agencies to understand the condition of wilderness character within their
wilderness area in order to know if they are fulfilling their requirement to preserve
and protect wilderness for the future generations.

In order to do this

management agencies must first understand the specific concepts of wilderness
character so these qualities can then be monitored to assess their condition.
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Landres et al. (2005) developed four qualities that represent the general
concepts and ideas outlined in the act that set Wilderness apart from other lands.
The labels and explanations for the four qualities proposed by Landres et al. are
listed below.

■ "Untrammeled" - Wilderness is “unrestrained” or “unrestricted” and it
remains free from human manipulation;
■ “Undeveloped” - Man has no permanent influence on the landscape;
■ "Natural” - Natural processes are allowed to occur without human
interference;
"

"Outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and
unconfined type of recreation”- Wilderness provides these experiences
to visitors, and these experiences include privacy, isolation, and the
mental freedom from reminders of society.

Unfortunately for managers, these four qualities are not always complimentary
and create opposing goals for wilderness management.

The Wilderness Act

provides each visitor the rights to “outstanding opportunities for solitude and
recreation”, which means the natural resource and solitude experience must be
protected.

However, as visitor use increases more pressure is placed on the

physical environment, impacts to the natural resource become more apparent,
and it becomes harder to find the solitude experience. Wilderness managers are
charged with the difficult job of protecting the resource for future generations
while still allowing the present generation to experience it.

The Wilderness Act itself does not specify how wilderness managers are to
resolve conflicts between preservation use and recreational use. To help solve

this dilemma the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) framework was developed
(Stankey et al., 1985).

The LAC process helps determine through monitoring

whether the qualities of wilderness character stated in the Wilderness Act, and
clearly outlined by Landres et al., are being met.

The LAC process uses the

method of management-by-objectives as a way of reducing the discrepancy
between existing conditions of wilderness character (current status of the
wilderness) and the management objectives or desired conditions of wilderness
character (Cole and McCool, 2000).

LAC is used in wilderness planning to help

answer the question of how much change is acceptable (Stankey et al., 1985).
“Acceptability” is an assessment of the tradeoffs between the costs and the
benefits of an action.

For example, if a wilderness area’s management team

wants to implement a restrictive management action in order to obtain or
maintain a pristine or primitive resource condition, it should first weigh the
benefits of the high-quality environmental or experiential condition with the costs
of implementing the restrictive action.

The goal of maintaining high-quality

conditions supports the “natural”, undeveloped”, or “solitude” wilderness qualities,
but the restrictive management action required to achieve the goal may diminish
the visitor’s opportunity for an “untrammeled” and “unconfined” wilderness
experience.

The LAC process is a tool used to help managers resolve these

conflicts between competing goals outlined in the Wilderness Act (Cole and
McCool, 1998)

The LAC planning framework relies a great deal on the use of indicators and
standards to monitor and then manage resource conditions (Cole and McCool,
2000).

Indicators are important characteristics of resource or social conditions

that are monitored to determine whether management objectives are being met.
Standards are the maximum change to the indicator deemed acceptable when
taking into account the opposing goals outlined in the Wilderness Act. The first
step in the LAC process is formulation of management objectives, which is
followed by development of indicators, and finally the assignment of standards
for each indicator. The standards assigned to each indicator typically vary for
different areas or “opportunity classes" within the wilderness.

Opportunity

classes are designated areas within the wilderness which provide visitors the
ability to experience varying degrees of wilderness character. For example, an
Opportunity Class I provides a primitive wilderness experience and the greatest
opportunity to experience wilderness character, while Opportunity Class III
provides the lowest chance.

Indicators of quality remain constant across all

opportunity classes; however the standards can vary from one opportunity class
to another (Stankey et al., 1985).

Suitable indicators can enable managers to define opportunity classes in
unambiguous terms and also alert them to any changes occurring in different
areas (Smith, 2003). Good Indicators such be measurable variables, which can
be reliably collected, in a cost-effective way, while being specific and sensitive
enough to show a change in a particular condition (Stankey et al., 1985). Other

desirable characteristics include relevance to management decisions that must
be made and they focus on outcomes, rather than on processes and inputs. This
is because outcomes can be measured with greater confidence and reliability
then can processes and inputs, and through outcomes managers can better
assess how effective they are in preserving and protecting wilderness character
(Watson and Cole, 1992). Finally, indicators should characterize the biophysical,
social, or management components of the environment that are important to the
quality of the visitor’s experience and represent compromises between opposing
goals (Cole and McCool, 1998; Manning and Lime, 2000).

The development of indicators is one of the most challenging aspects of the LAC
framework and has been a source of difficulty in its implementation (Watson et
al., 1998b; McCoy et al., 1995). It can be problematic to develop indicators that
fit all or even most of the above criteria while still being cost effective and
relatively easy to monitor. Some of the best indicators for a wilderness area are
those that reflect an area’s uniqueness in regard to its topography or surrounding
area. Indicators that are Wilderness specific help managers assess issues and
goals important to that particular Wilderness. It may be unwise and inefficient to
adopt indicators that have been developed for another wilderness area because
they may be site-specific to that area and not applicable beyond it.

However,

because all wilderness areas were designated by the Wilderness Act, they do
share common wilderness characteristics that leads to many areas using

common indicators that monitor the four qualities that Landres et al. (2005)
outlined (i.e., untrammeled, undeveloped, natural, and opportunities for solitude).

The standards within the LAC framework identify the limit of change acceptable
for each indicator and are specific to each opportunity class. The LAC standards
corresponding to each opportunity class are the best possible conditions for that
area given the constraints of trying to satisfy the conflicting goals outlined in the
Wilderness Act. They become the basis for judging whether a particular impact
within an opportunity class is acceptable or not (Cole and McCool, 1998). Good
standards should be quantitative, impact oriented, realistic, and time and space
bound so they can be expressed as a number and a unit (i.e. number of
encounters per day). Standards can also be expressed as a probability to allow
to a percentage of time when an unacceptable condition is permitted.

This

accounts for the complexity and unpredictability in visitor use patterns (Manning
and Lime, 2000).

The process of selecting standards is inherently subjective and there are no
“correct” standards. Before a standard is chosen the management actions that
would be necessary to bring a degraded indicator back into standard should be
formulated. If the necessary action needed compromises other wilderness goals
that are deemed to be more important, then the standard should be set at a
different level (i.e. relaxed), such that it would require further degradation of the
resource before there Is a violation of the standard (NPS, 1997).

Scientific

knowledge plays a key role in informing the standard selection process.
However, scientific research aimed at developing indicators and determining their
influence and importance to wilderness users has often led to more confusion
than answers. Several studies have reported that management components and
social indicators, such as campfire restrictions and trail encounters, are more
important than biophysical indicators, such as the amount of barren core area
(Manning and Lime, 2000; Lucas, 1990; and Tarrent et al., 1999). Other studies,
however, have indicated that biophysical indicators are of greater importance to
visitors (Watson et a!., 1992; Roggenbuck et a!., 1993; Cole, 1997; Cole et al.,
1997).

Given the discrepancy between the study findings, it is difficult for

managers to determine which indicators are most important to focus their time
and resources on. Still, regardless of whether resource or social indicators are
weighted more heavily, both are necessary to reflect a change in an area’s
overall wilderness character.

Standards are “lines in the sand” and are essentially fixed points that should not
change.

Therefore, after the standard has been set and the indicator is

monitored, any change to the standard would negate the standard. Furthermore,
it is not acceptable to relax a standard simply because it is determined through
monitoring that the indicator violates the standard.

However, there are

circumstances where a change may be appropriate such as in the following
situations (NPS, 1997) (Cole and McCool, 1998):

The standard would be ignored;
It would improve the protection of the resources or experiences;
The management is determined to be unacceptably restrictive;
The management action/s needed to bring a standard back into
compliance would create more problems than does the standard violation;
A major planning effort is beginning;
A major change in technology occurs;
A significant, unforeseen event occurs inside or outside the wilderness;
There is new research information.
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the current indicators and standards on
one particular Wilderness Area, the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness, and to
examine if they provided data that is useful and applicable to aid in managing the
wilderness.

This effort will involve a literature review of the indicators and

standards used for wilderness monitoring. A second objective is to summarize
the monitoring data collected thus far to determine whether the current
conditions, which are determined by the 2004 monitoring effort, are congruent
with the desired future conditions outlined by the opportunity classes which were
assigned to the wilderness.

Finally, the indicators were evaluated for their

suitability based on selected criteria, literature presented, and the
A-BW experience.

The Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness
The Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness (A-BW) encompasses 945,626 acres in
south central Montana and was designated Wilderness in 1978. The A-BW is
managed by the U S Forest Service and is administered by 3 different National
Forests: the Custer, Gallatin, and Shoshone National Forests.

This vast

wilderness area can be divided into two distinct mountain ranges: the Absarokas
and the Beartooths.

The Beartooth range Is characterized by high, treeless

plateaus and contains hundreds of lakes amid alpine tundra and rock.
Proportionally, it has a greater number of lakes than the Absaroka Range, which
is best described by rugged peaks with dense forested valleys, broad mountain
meadows with meandering streams. It is also home to a wider variety of wildlife
compared to the Beartooths.

There are more than 700 miles of system trails

allowing access to the A-B Wilderness and this number does not include social
trails providing access to many alpine lakes, summits of peaks, and along the
plateaus (www.wilderness.net).

The Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness began the LAC process in 1994. Because
of the lack of monitoring data and status of current wilderness conditions, A-BW
managers set preliminary standards and indicators. The 1994/1995 field seasons
marked the first wilderness-wide campsite monitoring effort, and since then the
monitoring process has been completed an additional 2 times, which were
2000/2001 and 2004/2005 field seasons. With this monitoring data, the A-BW
now has new research information, which as stated by Cole and McCool (1998),

is an acceptable condition for making changes to current standards and
indicators.
The A-BW is broken into three opportunity classes, which are Opportunity Class I
(001), Opportunity Class II (OCII), and Opportunity Class III (OCIII).

The

opportunity classes generally correspond with topographic features such as ridge
lines and lake basins and each class provides a different opportunity for the
visitor to experience wilderness.

For example, OCI provides a greater

opportunity then OCII or OCIII to experience solitude.

Table 1 shows the

characteristics for each class and Appendix D Map 1 displays the current
Opportunity Class Map.

Opportunity
Class

Acreage

1
2
3

568,310
277,234
76,129

% of Current
Campsites (2004
Effort)
4.3%
41.5%
54.2%

Total acres: 921,673 (Shoshone National Forest acres not included)
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Review of Indicators and Standards Originally Established in the
A-BW
Currently, there are 6 Indicators used to monitor campsite conditions in the ABW. These include recreation site density, barren core area, number of social
trails per recreation site, encounters per day (trail), encounters per day (camp),
and an impact score that is the aggregate of 8 additional measures.

The

presence or absence of noxious weeds and fish-stocked lakes are also used to
define the opportunity classes and were therefore included in this assessment of
indicators. Table 2 lists the indicators and measures and identifies which of the
four wilderness characteristics they monitor. In the following section, a literature
review for each indicator will be discussed and the efficacy of each
will be examined.
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Indicator/ Measure

Quality of Wilderness Character

Untrammeled

Recreation Site
Density
Impact Score
Vegetation Loss/
Mineral Soil Loss
Tree Damage
Root Exposure
Development
Cleanliness
# Of Social Trails
per Rec. Site
Barren Core Area

Undeveloped

Natural

Outstanding Opportunity for
Solutude
or a Primitive & Unconfined Rec.
Experience

y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y

y

y

y

Encounters per Day
(Trail)

y

Encounter per Day
(Camp)

y

Noxious Weeds
Fish Stocking

y
y

y
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Recreation Site Density
The “recreation site density” indicator (or campsite density) is an indicator that
monitors the “undeveloped” quality of wilderness character.

It is also is an

indirect measure of cumulative site impacts, which shows the impact to a larger
area such as a lake basin or river corridor. It is important to measure for such
cumulative site impacts because even if all campsites within a particular area are
within standard for all other indicators, the number of campsites for that area
could exceed the total amount of impact desired and number of campsites
needed (USDA, 1990). According to Cole (1993) in a campsite study of three
western wildernesses, campsite density is affected by at least five variables: the
amount of use an area receives, site selection behavior of the users,
management interventions, number of campsites already available, and the
number of years the area has received recreational use.
Impact Score
The next indicator, the impact score, is an aggregate of eight measures including
vegetation loss, mineral soil loss, tree damage, root exposure, development,
cleanliness, social trails, and barren core area.

Each measure is individually

rated on a scale of one to three and then multiplied by a weight, which is specific
to each measure and based on its relative importance. These values are then
summed to give an overall impact score value for each campsite.

All of the

measures monitor for either the “natural” or “undeveloped” qualities of wilderness
character; therefore the aggregate impact score provides a robust indicator for
both of these qualities.
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However, there are certain drawbacks to using an impact score, given it is not
always appropriate to sum ordinal data. Ordinal data are categorical data that
are ordered in a logical way such as using none, scarce, or abundant to describe
the amount of fire wood available. Simply assigning numbers to such categorical
data does not guarantee a common scale or appropriate weights for various
data.

Furthermore, by summing the different measures it simply provides an

estimate of the impact, which may decrease the accuracy of the indicator (Leung
and Marion, 1998; Smith, 2003).

However, an impact score does allow

summarization and integration of a large amount of data. Through simplifying the
information, a holistic picture is created which is more meaningful and potentially
more useful to managers and the public (Leung and Marion, 1998). Thus, the
impact score is able to effectively communicate the overall status and trends of
wilderness character, which is essential information for determining future
management actions.

The measures that were aggregated to create the final

impact score are described below.
Vegetation Loss and Mineral Soil Loss
“Vegetation loss" and “mineral soil loss" are two measures are used in
determining the final score for the Impact score indicator.

They are highly

significant and this is reflected by the weights that were assigned to both.
Vegetation loss is weighted as a two and mineral soil exposure is weighted as a
three on the impact evaluation rating table (Appendix C) and can be thought of
as moderate to highly significant in determining the final impact score. These
measures monitor for the “natural" quality of wilderness and highlight campsite
vegetation and soil exposure compared to the surrounding areas’ vegetation and
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soil exposure. The surrounding area and main camp area are compared after
each is ranked (0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, and 76-100%) according to how much
vegetation or bare mineral soil is present. These measures are discussed below
and evaluated in Appendix B together because their monitoring protocols are
identical. They both assess the same wilderness characteristic, and the literature
addressing them is similar.

Monitoring for vegetation and mineral soil loss is important because it reflects
changes that occur to vegetation surrounding the campsite.

The comparison

between on-site and off-site vegetation helps to determine if changes occurring
at a campsite are due to ecosystem changes happening at a larger scale (i.e.
forest fire) or if the changes are due to on-site impacts. (Discussion of Barren
Core Area indicator below further addresses impacts of vegetation loss).
Tree Damage
The tree damage measure monitors for the “natural” and “undeveloped” qualities
of wilderness character. Tree damage indicates the amount of damage caused
from cutting or breaking limbs during the collection of firewood. Tree damage
can occur from malicious acts with hatchets, axes, and saws, and these items
are usually only taken camping with the intent of collecting wood for fires (Reid
and Marion, 2005). Therefore, this measure not only monitors for the effects of
firewood gathering but also for campsite vandalism. The effects of tree damage
are long lasting and restoration is nearly impossible.

Research shows it is

possible for tree damage from humans to cause mortality or higher vulnerability
to insect attacks and disease. It was assigned the highest possible weight value
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of three on the impact evaluation rating table (Appendix C), meaning that it is a
significant measure in determining the overall impact score

Despite the potential long-lasting effects of tree damage, the majority of the
evidence shows that the long-term health and vitality of the tree is not
compromised (Brown et al., 1977). The visitor's experience must also be taken
into account when considering the effects of tree damage on wilderness
campsites. Research on this subject has yielded conflicting results and seems to
have provided more questions than answers. Some studies report tree damage
is one of the most influential factors on the visitor’s experience. Roggenbuck et
al. (1993) ranked it as second out of nineteen indictors in a study of four western
wildernesses. Other studies suggest it does not affect the visitor at all, that it is
not a factor in their campsite selection, and that visitors hardly notice the damage
while at camp. As Cole (2004) suggests, perhaps it is the idea of tree damage
rather than the reality of it that actually upsets visitors.

Regardless of the

inconsistency in visitor responses, tree damage can be considered important due
to the longevity of the damage to the tree.
Root Exposure
Exposure of tree roots at camp monitors for the “natural” and “undeveloped”
qualities of wilderness character. “Root exposure” is a type of tree damage and
shows the amount of recreational use a site receives. This measure is similar to
the tree damage measure in the fact that root exposure causes physical damage
to the tree and in some cases even mortality.

However, root exposure also

monitors the amount of soil exposure and erosion taking place which are both
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significant site impacts. The effects of root exposure to visitors appear to be less
than the effects of tree damage with visitors showing a higher tolerance for root
exposure (Roggenbuck, 1993; Watson & Cole, 1992). However, visitor attitudes
do not negate the importance of monitoring resource impacts to the tree and soil.
Recent research by Smith (2003) reported no correlation between the number of
trees with roots exposed and the severity of roots exposed, meaning she did not
deem it necessary to characterize the both the number of exposed roots and
their severity. In the weighting of measures for the aggregate impact score, “root
exposure” was assigned the highest possible weight of three (Appendix C) in
accordance with its significance in determining the overall impact.
Development
The measure “campsite development” monitors for the “undeveloped” quality of
wilderness character.

The amount of physical evidence of human presence

affects the visitor’s opportunity to experience a “primitive” environment where
human activity is “substantially unnoticed”. This measure is not considered as
significant as some others and received a weight of only one on the impact
evaluation rating table (Appendix C). This measure is a direct measure of the
number of facilities found at each campsite, which include seats, tables, corrals,
and hitch racks, toilets, picket pins, food poles, as well as the number of fire
rings.

There is a limited amount of literature on the direct impact of development
facilities such as seats and tables.

However, the more developed a site is the

less likely visitors will use low impact practices. Presumably, if there is already a
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certain level or human presence, the smaller impacts that might be very
noticeable at a pristine site would go unnoticed at a more developed site.
Therefore, the level of development at a campsite affects the overall impact a site
receives.
Cleanliness
The “cleanliness” measure monitors for the “undeveloped” quality of wilderness
character.

The A-BW uses the number of fire rings and the amount of trash,

human waste, and horse manure to assess the level of cleanliness at a campsite.
Human waste, horse manure, and trash are all measured by using the categories
of abundant, scarce, or none which helps to quickly quantify them while a census
of the sites fire rings and scars are recorded. Cleanliness depicts the extent of
development at the campsite, which visitor surveys consistently show as a high
priority, and the lack of cleanliness is known to have profound impacts on visitors
(Roggenbuck et al., 1993; Leung and Marion, 2000). The lack of cleanliness at a
campsite has a number of effects including environmental consequences such as
contamination of waterways, and food not packed out can increase the soils
nutrient concentration and can also change wildlife feeding habits (Smith, 2003).
However, these indicators do not have great ecological consequences and are
able to be remedied easily, relative to the other indicators, by simply picking up
the trash (Cole, 1989). Therefore, this measure was assigned a weight of only
one on the impact evaluation rating table (Appendix 0), as not being a significant
measure.
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There has been an extensive amount of literature written about fire rings and
their effects and implications. Campfire rings blacken rocks, leave piles of ash
along with food and food container remains, which is the reason it is included in
the cleanliness measure. Campfire rings and scars are not only a good measure
of the cleanliness of the site, but are also are thought to be the best available
measure for campfire impacts (Reid and Marion, 2005). Campfire impacts are a
significant measure in part because campfires are particularly important to the
visitor’s experience as one of the most cherished camping activities, but also
because there are also significant ecological consequences that can result form
firewood gathering practices (Hall and Farrell, 2001).

These consequences

include the depletion of both small and large woody debris that play a critical role
in the forest ecosystems, related to nutrient cycling, moisture storage, soil
organic matter, and habitat for a wide range of biota. The removal of this organic
debris can therefore have broad ecological ramifications.

Campfires can also

influence soil processes, soil fertility, and wildlife habitat (Smith, 2003; Cole and
Dalle-Molle, 1982).

Furthermore, firewood gathering leads to an increase in

social trails and site expansion.

One study found that the area disturbed by

firewood gathering was nine times the size of the main camp area (Bratton et al.,
1978).
Social Trail per Recreational Site
The “number of social trails” radiating from a recreation site influences the
“naturalness” and “undeveloped” qualities of wilderness character.

From this

measure the level of offsite disturbance and the potential for expansion and
proliferation of the site can be inferred. It also indicates inappropriate use of the
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area, such as spreading out at a campsite (Leung et al., 2002).

Given the

relationship between firewood collection and proliferation of social trails, which in
turn leads to campsite sprawl, the biggest threat to established campsites, the
number of social trails per recreation site continues to be a significant measure
(Hall and Farrell, 2001). This measure received a weight of two on the impact
evaluation rating table (Appendix C), indicating its moderate significant in
determining the overall impact score.

In addition to being a measure it is a

separate indicator for evaluating the opportunity class map.
Barren Core Area
The “barren core” measure monitors for the “naturalness” and “undeveloped”
qualities of wilderness character. It is an estimate of the area void of vegetation
due to recreational use and is a resource indicator that reflects both visual
impacts to visitors and physical/ecological impacts to the environment.

Barren

core area is most influenced by the frequency of use, the type of behavior and
use the campsite receives, the season of use, and the environmental conditions
present at the site. The frequency of use a site receives shows a curvilinear
relationship with the amount of impact to the site. Meaning that sites receiving
little use can still show a considerable amount of resource impacts while sites
having high frequencies of use generally only show small amounts of additional
impact to the resource (Cole, 2004). Also, in an environment with low ground
cover, a previously undisturbed site was almost completely eliminated of
vegetation by only four nights of camping per year. Therefore, the amount of use
a site receives has little effect on the amount of impact it receives except where
visitor use levels are very low (Leung and Marion, 2000). This measure received
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a weight of three on the impact evaluation rating table (Appendix C), indicating it
is a significant measure in determining the overall impact score.

In addition to

being a measure it is a separate indicator for evaluating the opportunity class
map.
Encounters per Day (Trail)
The “number of encounters per day while on the trail” is used to monitor the
wilderness character of “outstanding opportunities for solitude”. There is a great
deal of literature pertaining to this indicator and much research has been
conducted on this complex subject. In the research for this paper a number of
wildernesses located in both the Eastern and Western United States currently
use encounters per day on the trail as an indicator. However, even with that high
frequency of use by other wildernesses the literature points out many pitfalls in
using this data as an accurate and reliable solitude estimate.

One of the drawbacks of using the number of encounters per day on the trail is
that there is not a strong statistical relationship between the number of
encounters and a visitor’s solitude experience, which is the quality of wilderness
character it monitors (Dawson and Hammitt, 1996). Steward and Cole reported
that as use levels and perceived crowding increases, visitor experiences are
negatively affected. But the amount that the visitors are affected was surprisingly
small, which caused Cole to conclude that even if visitors experience a significant
amount of crowding it will rarely turn a good trip into a bad one (Cole, 2004).
Another drawback to using encounter data is that there is a great deal of
variation in the encounter data collected depending on the context, the contact.
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and the respondents (Williams, et al., 1992).

Also, the method of collection

affects the results of the data. There are multiple ways encounters data can be
collected such as by wilderness ranger observations, trained observations, selfreporting, mechanical counters, or parking lot vehicle counts.

Each mode has

different biases and inherent variation resulting in one type yielding lower
estimates than others (Watson, et al., 1998a). The best mode of collection to
use depends the monitoring question to be answered.

For example, data

collection by a wilderness ranger’s observations does not answer the same
question that a self-reporting system does. Therefore, the monitoring question
must be outlined before the mode of collection is determined (Watson, personal
communication, October 2005). It is important to establish a monitoring protocol
prior to monitoring not only because this helps anticipate the costs of monitoring,
but it also clarifies exactly what is to be monitored.

There are also problems in the development of standards for this indicator.
There has been a great deal of research conducted on using norms to develop
these standards.

However, much of this research may result in overly

conservative standards because many visitor surveys utilized to develop
standards have used a preference-related norm (i.e. asking visitors what
standard they would

prefer).

By asking a preference-related question,

respondents are more inclined to select a higher standard of quality, which would
keep wilderness conditions the most pristine.

However, the selected standard

could be unrealistic to manage for and if implemented it would likely result in
limiting recreational access.

Visitor surveys used to develop standards should
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instead ask questions that make visitors aware of tradeoffs Involved In the
judgment they are making when answering the questions.

By asking visitors

questions In a “should be” format they will be more aware of the tradeoffs
Involved In the judgment they are making (e.g. “to what standard should the level
of encounters” be managed to?”) (Manning et al., 1999).

It Is Important that

respondents understand that If the standard for encounters Is low then the need
for use restrictions Is more likely.

Finally, encounters data can pose problems

because Its level of crystallization (or the amount of agreement or consensus) Is
low. The amount of perceived crowding results from visitors applying a norm to
the number of people they encounter leading them to make a judgment that the
trail Is too crowded or not. This results In high variability In the data because
norms can vary from person to person and setting to setting, leading one person
to state that there Is too much crowding and another to say that It Is just the right
amount of people (McCool, In process).
Encounters per Day (Camp)
The “number of encounters per day while at camp” monitors for the “outstanding
opportunities for solitude” quality of wilderness character.

Encounters per day

while at camp Is a social Indicator and much of the literature on encounters
applies both to on trail and at camp.

However, there appears to be greater

crystallization or agreement In the responses of those surveyed as to how many
they would like to camp next to.

In a survey conduced In the Bob Marshall

Wilderness, there was no significant difference In the response related to user
type (I.e. outfitter, the season of use, or their mode of travel) and 83 percent of
the respondents did not want to camp within sight or sound of another party
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(Table 3)(Whitmore et al., 2004). Both Roggenbuck et al. (1993) and Williams et
al. (1992) reported that responses from visitors are similar within different
wildernesses allowing for this comparison with the Bob Marshall data.

Both

studies also found no agreement between different user groups; however, this
was not the case for the Bob Marshall survey, indicating even greater
crystallization of this indicator.
Table 3: Bob Marshall Wilderness Survey: Overnight visitors

Number of
groups
0
1
2
3

Percentage of
Respondents
83%
14%
1%
2%

+A 3%

Noxious Weeds
The presence or absence of noxious weeds is an indicator for the “natural”
quality of wilderness character. The invasion of exotic species is considered one
of the greatest anthropogenic threats to the conservation of biodiversity. Noxious
weeds are spread via stock, trail use, camping, and adjacency of trial to existing
roads. There are also two other factors that greatly influence the amount and
extent of exotic plants, the historical and active grazing allotments and fire on the
landscape, and the A-BW has been subject to both (Marier, 2000).

Fish Stocking
Stocking of both native and non-native fish to lakes within the wilderness is a
management induced impact that affects the “untrammeled” and “natural”
qualities of wilderness character.

Fish stocking within the AB Wilderness is
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administered by the Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks and currently there is no
collaboration with the U.S Forest Service for these actions.

There has been

much debate about the appropriateness of fish stocking in the wilderness setting.
Numerous studies highlight its impact on invertebrate populations, amphibians,
and the conservation of biodiversity as a whole (Pister, 2000). There is also the
indirect environmental impact of increased recreational use by anglers to stocked
areas. The A-BW has not monitored the number of recreational anglers using
the fish stocked lakes within wilderness, but it could be inferred from the
campsite monitoring data and a comparison between the use received along
stocked lakes vs. unstocked lakes.
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Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness Current Conditions and Trends
The following section summarizes the current conditions and trends for the
indicators introduced above. The 2004 data establishes the current conditions
for each indicator and was used to validate the current opportunity class map.
There were 1058 current campsites inventoried in 2004 and this number does
not include the sites inventoried in 2004 that were recovered in this monitoring
effort. The trend for wilderness character was determined by the comparison of
1994 to 2004 monitoring data. This comparison used all sites (1285) inventoried
in the 2004 effort regardless of whether they were a recovered or a current site
(i.e. a recovered site would show an improving condition).

The monitoring data for the “recreation site density” indicator shows the trend for
the “undeveloped” quality of wilderness character in the A-BW is stable. Of the
1285 sites, 66.7% are in stable condition when current conditions (2004 data) are
compared with 1994 data (Figure 1). However, 60.6% of the total sites are not
meeting standards for campsite density (641 sites), which is the highest number
of sites that are in violation of a standard compared to the other indicators
monitored (Appendix F Map 2 for sites violating standard for this indicator). The
trend data for the violation sites show 80-88% of sites within the three opportunity
classes are in stable condition, while 11-14% are degrading. This indicates 95100% of sites currently violating standards were also violating standards in 1994.
Table 4 illustrates that 57.3% of the violation sites lie within the Opportunity Class
III (OCIII) and only 5.6% are in Opportunity Class I (OCI). However, when the
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number of violation sites is compared within each opportunity class, between 5473% of the sites are violating current standards.

This suggests that current

standards are either set at a very conservative level or that the Opportunity Class
Map was drawn incorrectly, or a number of sites must be eliminated.

Degrading
9.7%

Improving
23.6%

Stable
66.7%
Figure 1: AB-W Recreation Site Density Trend: 1994 to 2004

Opportunity
Class

# of Sites
Violating
Standard

1
2
3

36
238
367

% of Sites
within GO
Violating
Standards
78.3%
54.2%
64.0%

Site
Condition
Degrading

Site
Condition
Stable

Site
Condition
Improving

11.1%
14.7%
12.0%

88.9%
80.3%
88.0%

0.0%
5.0%
0.0%

The monitoring data for the “impact score” indicator suggests that the “natural”
and undeveloped” qualities of wilderness character are stable. Of the 1285 sites,
60.5% are in stable condition when current conditions are compared with 1994
data (Figure 2). There are 148 campsites violating the standard, which is 11.5%
of the total number of campsites monitored (Appendix F Map 3 for sites violating
standard for this indicator).

Of the sites violating the impact score standard

63.5% are stable in condition and 0.5% are improving. This indicates that 64% of
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the campsites currently violating standards (or approximately 95 campsites) were
also violating the standard in 1994. Opportunity Class One (OCI) had the highest
number of violations compared to the other classes with 52.2% of the sites
violating the current standards, while the other two opportunity classes have a
relatively low percentage.
Degrading
13.7%

Improving
25.8%

Stable
60.5%
Figure 2: A-BW Impact Score Trend: 1994 to 2004

Opportunity
Class
1
2
3

# of Sites
Violating
Standard
24
102
22

% of Sites
within DC
Violating
Standards
52.2%
23.2%
3.8%

Site
Condition
Degrading

Site Condition
Stable

Site
Condition
Improving

33.3%
38.2%
27.3%

62.5%
61.8%
72.7%

4.2%
0.0%
0.0%

The monitoring data for both “vegetation loss” and “mineral soil loss” indicate that
the trend for “natural” quality of wilderness character in the A-BW is stable. The
data for vegetation loss shows that of the 1285 total sites, 61.7% are in stable
condition when current conditions are compared with 1994 data (Figure 3).
Approximately 30% of the sites (377 sites) receiving an impact evaluation score
of 3, meaning they had more than one coverage class difference, when
comparing the main camp area to the unused site. For example, if the unused
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site area had 76-100% vegetative ground cover, then the main camp area would
have less then 50% ground cover (i.e. disparity of 2 cover classes between the
site and the surrounding area). The mineral soil loss data shows that of the 1285
sites, almost 99% of them are In stable condition, i.e. no change since 1994
(Figure 4). Also, 99% of the sites received a score of 1 for the impact evaluation
meaning that there was no difference in the coverage between the main camp
area and the unused site.
Degrading
13.5%

Improving
24.7%

Stable
61.7%
Figure 3: AB-W Vegetation Loss Trend: 1994 to 2004

Degrading
0 . 1%

Improving
1.0 %

Stable
98.9%
Figure 4: AB-W Mineral Soil Loss Trend: 1994 to 2004
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The monitoring data for the tree damage measure suggests that the trends for
“natural” and “developed” qualities of wilderness character in the A-BW are
stable, with 71.6% of the 1285 total sites unchanged between 1994 and 2004
assessments (Figure 5). Thirty-nine percent of all sites (504 sites) received an
impact evaluation score of 3 indicating at least 8 damaged trees or that more
than 50% of the total number of trees had been damaged.

More then half of

these sites (306) are located in OCIII.

Degrading
14.6%

Improving
13.8%

Stable
71.6%
Figure 5: A-BW Tree Damage Trend: 1994-2004

The monitoring data for the root exposure measure indicates the trends for
“natural” and “undeveloped” qualities of wilderness character in the A-BW are
stable. The data for root exposure shows that of the 1285 total sites, 78.1% are
in stable condition when current conditions are compared with 1994 data (Figure
6). A total of 112 sites (8.7%) received an impact evaluation score of 3 indicating
exposed roots on more than 5 trees or on more than 50% of the total number of
trees in the main camp. Sites with a score of 3 are only located in OCII or OCIII
and none were found in OCI.
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Improving
5.4%

Degrading
16.6%

Stable
78.1%

Figure 6: A-BW Root Exposure Trend: 1994-2004

This monitoring data for the “development” measure indicates the trend for the
“undeveloped” quality of wilderness character in the A-BW is Improving.

The

data for campsite development shows that of the 1285 total sites, 52% are
Improving in condition over their 1994 status (Figure 7). A total of 448 of sites
(34.9%) received an impact evaluation score of 1, which Is the best score
possible and characterizes sites with no facilities. Of the rest, 442 sites (41.9%
of the total) received an evaluation score of 3 for more than just a primitive seat
and over half of these were located in OCIII.

Degrading
7.9%

Improving
52.0%

Stable
40.1%

Figure 7: A-BW Development Trend: 1994-2004
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The monitoring data for the “cleanliness” measure indicates the trend for the
“undeveloped” quality of wilderness character in the A-BW is stable. The data for
cleanliness shows that of the 1285 total sites, 44% are improving in condition
when current conditions are compared with 1994 data (Figure 8). There were
only 75 sites that received an impact evaluation score of 1 (before multiplied by
its weight), which is a campsite without trash or a fire ring/scar, while 38.5% of
the sites had a score of 3 meaning they had more then 1 fire ring/scar or much
human waste or trash.

Degrading
24 4%

Improving
31.6%

Stable
44.0%
Figure 8: A-BW Cleanliness Trend: 1994-2004

The monitoring data from the number of social trails per recreation site indicates
the trend for the “natural” quality of wilderness character in the A-BW is stable.
Of the 1285 sites, 48.2% are in stable condition, where campsites are not
accruing additional social trails (Figure 9). There are 144 sites currently violating
standards, 11.2% of the total number of campsites monitored. The trend data for
these violation sites shows 56.9% are degrading in condition, where the campsite
has more social trails then in 1994 (Appendix F Map 4 for sites violating standard
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for this indicator). Table 6 Illustrates that campsites located in OCII and OCIII
both had less than 13% of their sites violating the standard for their specific
class.

In contrast, 63% of OCI sites violated the standard for social trails at a

recreational sites. This suggests that current standards for OCI could be set too
conservatively.

Degrading
22.9%

Improving
28.9%

Stable
48.2%
Figure 9: A-B Social Trails (per recreation site) Trend: 1994 to 2004

Table 6: A-BW Trends for Sites Violating Std. for # of Social Tralls/per Rec. Site
Opportunity
Class

# of Sites
violating
Standard

% of Sites
within 0 0
violating
Standards

Site Condition
Degrading

Site
Condition
Stable

Site
Condition
Improving

1
2
3

26
54
61

56.5%
12.3%
10.6%

34.5%
42.5%
18.0%

62.0%
54.0%
82.0%

3.5%
3.5%
0.0%

The monitoring data for “ barren core area” indicates the trend for the “natural”
quality of wilderness character in the A-BW is stable. Approximately 49% of the
sites are in stable condition (Figure 10), while 40.2% of the sites show
improvement in the amount of barren core area. There are 288 sites (22.4% of
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total) violating standards (Appendix F Map 5 for sites violating standards for this
indicator). The trend data for the violation sites shows 69.4% in stable condition,
19.4% are degrading, whereas the remaining 11.1% are improving.

This

indicates over 80% of sites currently violating standards were also violating
standards in 1994. Table 7 Illustrates that 56.5% of the OCI sites are violating
the standard, suggesting that current standards could be set at a conservatively
high level for OCI.

Degrading
11.2%
Improving
40.2%

Stable
48.6%
Figure 10: A-BW Barren Core Area Trend: 1994-2004

Opportunity
Ciass

# of Sites
Vioiating
Standard

1
2
3

26
126
136

% of Sites
within 0 0
Violating
Standards
56.5%
28.7%
23.7%

Site
Condition
Degrading

Site
Condition
Stable

Site
Condition
Improving

23.1%
21.4%
16.9%

46.2%
59.5%
83.1%

30.8%
19.0%
0.0%

The 2005 monitoring effort was the first attempt at collecting data for the number
of encounters on the trail.

Consequently, no trends data is available for the

“solitude” quality of wilderness character.

Data collection for this indicator was

limited so an accurate assessment of the current condition is difficult.

The

minimal data for number of encounters on various trails show that currently no
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trails are exceeding the standards for trail encounters. It can be noted that from
the 2005 data only two trails came close to exceeding standards. One of these
was trail #104 in OCII on the Gardiner District, however this can not be
considered a violation because the encounters were recorded during hunting
season when the standards do not apply and it also did not take in to account the
80 percent of the time factor. The other was trail #19 in OCIII on the Beartooth
District, and this trail exceeded standards in 2 out of 5 trips. However, it can not
be considered a violation because this is not 80 percent of the time.

There is minimal data for the number of encounters per day at camp and the
current conditions cannot be accurately assessed with it. However, the current
condition of the “potential” for a campsite encounter was generated using a
number of inventory indicators also collected during monitoring.

Thus far this

paper has discussed impact indicators, which are indicators capturing the impact
caused from recreational use such as barren core area.

Inventory indicators

characterize campsite conditions such as amount of screening from adjacent
camps, type of closest water source (e.g. lake, stream), and the vegetation type
for the entire site.

These three inventory indicators along with recreation site

density were used to analyze the campsites ‘potential’ for an encounter at camp.
The generated number was multiplied by 0.1 to account for only 10% of the
campsites being occupied at the same time.
campsite encounters is shown below:
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The equation for calculating

Campsite Encounters = (number of camps in Vz mile radius)*(screening
factor)*(vegtype factor)*(source of water factor)*.!0
The data generated from the equation indicates the potential for 43 sites to
violate current standards (Appendix F Map 6 for potential sites violating
standard). The majority (80 percent) of these sites are located in OCI with most
(17 sites) find at one chain of lakes (Sky Top Lakes).

Monitoring data for noxious weeds on a wilderness-wide scale was not collected
prior to 2005, consequently trends data for this indicator is not available. The
weed inventory carried out in the 2005 field season cataloged all invasive
species found on opportunistically traveled system and non-system trails.
Invasive species were also recorded at 60 campsites, which is 4.7 percent of the
total sites assessed in 2004 monitoring effort, and 47 of the sites were located in
OCII while the remaining 13 were found in OCIII. (Appendix F Map 7). A total of
eleven invasive species were identified in the A-BW: Bull Thistle (Cirsium
vulgare), Canada Thistle (Cirsium arvense), Cheat Grass (Bromus secalinus),
Common Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare),

Dalmatian Toadflax (Linaria dalmatica),

Houndstongue (Cynoglossum officinale L), Leafy Spurge (Euphorbia esula),
Mullein (Verbascum thapsus), Musk Thistle (Carduus nutans), Oxeye Daisy
(Chrysanthemum leucanthemum),

Russian

Knapweed (Centaurea repens),

Spotted Knapweed (Centaurea maculosa), and Tall Buttercup (Ranunculus
acris).

There is 1,453.13 acres infested with invasive species, which is 0.15

percent of the total acres of the A-BW. Considering the number of factors that
could potentially lead to the spread of noxious weeds, such as stock use and
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historic grazing, the amount of invasive species found in the A-BW is surprisingly
low.

Fish stocking data indicated the trend for the “untrammeled” quality wilderness
character is improving. There are a total of 182 lakes that have a record of fish
stocking with Huckleberry Lake being the first recorded in 1909.

Of these

stocked lakes only 88 have been stocked since 1990 and 58 of these have future
stockings planned (Appendix F Map 8). This indicates a downward trend in the
amount of human control being imposed on the landscape.

Fish stocking also

affects the “natural” quality of wilderness character; however, this trend was able
to be assessed from the data currently available.

A total of 269 lakes are on record as either having been stocked or containing
non-native fish (MT FWP, 2005) (Appendix F Map 9). Most lakes in the A-BW
(especially alpine areas) were probably fishless prior to the presence of man,
making the presence of native fish also an encroachment on the naturalness of
the wilderness.

However, this assessment only included lakes containing non

native fish if the lake did not have a stocking record. There are currently 87 lakes
that do not have a stocking record and contain non-native fish and the source of
these fish is likely from migration from other lakes stocked with non-native fish.

The lakes having a stocking record show that Yellowstone cutthroat trout, a
native species, was the species selected most often for stocking found in 119
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lakes.

Arctic grayling, another native species, was the fourth most commonly

stocked fish.

The non-native species frequently stocked were brook trout (27

lakes), rainbow trout (24 lakes), and golden trout (20 lakes).

Of the 58 lakes

having future stocking plans, 48 lakes contain populations that are only sustained
through stocking. The majority of these lakes are located in OCI (17 lakes) and
OCII (24 lakes) with the remaining in OCIII (7 lakes).

“Recreational site density” , “impact score” , “number of social trails per recreation
site”, and “barren core area” are the four indicators used to validate the
Opportunity Class Map. The presence or absence of noxious weeds and fish
stocking of lakes is important for determining the status of wilderness character,
however, currently they do not play a key role in determining the designation of
opportunity classes. Consequently, Map 10 in Appendix F only displays the four
indicators mentioned above for a compilation of violations at campsites.

This

map shows the campsites that are violating one or more of the four indicators.
An additional 507 sites are not displayed which do not violate any of the
indicators. There are 504 sites violating at least one indicator, 144 sites violating
two indicators, 91 sites violating three indicators, and 39 sites are violating all
four indicators.

Numerous wilderness advocates state the wilderness is ‘being loved to death*
and we must protect the resource from the people. Wilderness managers are
given

the

difficult job

of

preserving
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natural

conditions

while

providing

opportunities for primitive recreation in a natural environment. These conflicting
goals are clearly seen in managing the impacts to campsites. This paper is an
assessment of the wilderness character on the A-BW and an effort in determining
if it is being loved to death. The results from the three monitoring efforts paint a
complex picture of change in wilderness campsites, with some campsites
improving, others degrading, and still others remaining relatively stable.

The

overall trends in the A-BW for the four qualities of wilderness character are
depicted in Table 8.

The impact score indicator was not included in this

summary and instead each measure of the impact score was included
separately.

Also, an indicator or measure and its current condition are listed

twice if the indicator or measure monitors for two different wilderness
characteristics.

The “untrammeled” quality shows improvement for the one

indicator that monitors for this quality. The “undeveloped” quality shows that the
condition is mostly stable, with some improvement in the five indicators
monitoring for this quality. The conditions related to “natural” quality are stable
for all five relevant indicators. Finally, the “outstanding opportunities for solitude
or primitive experience” quality of wilderness shows improvement for one of the
indicators, but no trend data is available for the other two indicators that monitor
it. Evaluating trends of wilderness qualities should be based on how the set of all
indicators is changing and not just a change in a single indicator (Landres et al.,
2005). Therefore, the trend data for the “natural” and “undeveloped” wilderness
qualities is a more accurate assessment of the true change occurring because
there

is

monitoring

data

available
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for

more

then

one

indicator.

Indicator/ Measure

Quality of Wi derness Character

Untrammeled

Recreation Site
Density
Vegetation Loss/
Mineral Soil Loss
Tree Damage
Tree Damage
Root Exposure
Root Exposure
Development
Development
Cleanliness
# Of Social Trails
per Rec. Site
Barren Core Area

Undeveloped

Outstanding Opportunity for
Solutude
Natural
or a Primitive & Unconfined
Rec. Experience

y

Current
Condition

Stable
y

Stable

y

Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
Improving
Improving
Stable

y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Stable

y

Stable

Encounters per Day
(Trail)

y

N/A

Encounter per Day
(Camp)
Noxious Weeds
Fish Stocking

y

N/A

y
y
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N/A
N/A

The trends data shows all four wilderness characteristics in the A-BW are either
stable or improving. In addition to the trends information, it is important to know if
the stable and improving condition is within the current standard. The 2004 data
establishes the current conditions and is used in the process of validating the
current opportunity class map. Table 9 shows the percentage of sites violating
the standard for each indicator based on the 2004 data. Recreation site density
and barren core area are the indicators that have the largest number of sites that
are violating the standard. Table 10 displays the measures used to calculate the
impact score indicator. Excluded from this table is the number of social trails per
recreation site and barren core area because they are displayed in Table 9 as an
indicator and the indicator information is more details and useful for validating the
opportunity class map. Four out of the six measures had 30-40 percent of the
sites with an impact rating of 3 (the highest rating) indicating high level of
disturbance for these indicators. “Root exposure” and “mineral soil loss” had a
notably lower percentage of sites with a high impact rating.
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Table 9: Percentage of Sites Violating Standard in A-EIW

Indicator

Recreation
Site
Density
Impact Score
# Of Social
Trails
per Rec. Site
Barren Core
Area
Encounters
per Day (Trail)
Potential
Encounters
per Day
(Camp)
Noxious
Weeds
Fish Stocking

% of
Current
Sites
Violating
Standard

% sites
within
CCI
Violating
Standard

% sites
within
OCII
Violating
Standard

% sites
within
OCIII
Violating
Standard

49.9%

78.3%

54.2%

64.0%

11.5%

52.2%

23.2%

3.8%

11.2%

56.5%

12.3%

10.6%

22.4%

56.5%

28.7%

23.7%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.1%

69.6%

1.6%

0.7%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table

n A-BW

Measure

Percent Sites with
an Impact Score of
Three (before
weighted)

Vegetation Loss

30%

Mineral Soil Loss

<1%

Tree Damage
Root Exposure
Development
Cleanliness

39.2%
8.7%
41.9%
38.5%
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Evaluation of Standards and Indicators
The LAC planning framework is a dynamic process that uses new information to
change and improve the system and the management decisions made. The data
on current conditions and trends presented thus far from the three monitoring
efforts will be used to determine the appropriateness of making changes to the ABW Opportunity Class Map.

Determining If changes should be made to the

map is beyond the scope of this paper because it involves judgments as to which
wilderness quality Is more important. Since 1994, when the LAC framework was
established In the A-BW, new research has also become available for Indicators
used in the monitoring process and much of this data was presented during the
Introduction of the Indicators. This final section uses this data along with the ABW

monitoring

experience

to

evaluate

the

Indicators

and

recommendations for possible changes for future monitoring efforts.

make
The

evaluation is made by rating the indicators for 12 enterions, and the final score Is
calculated by adding the ratings for each criterion, and the higher the final score
the more desirable the indicator. Table 11 gives the final score for the evaluation
of each indicator and measure. This evaluation is further described in Appendix
A and the assessment of each Indicator is discussed in detail. Discussion in this
section

focuses

only

on

those

indicators

recommendations are proposed.
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or

measures

for

which

Table 11: Evaluation of A-BW Indicators and Measures

Evaluation Score

Indicator/Measure
Recreation Site
Density
Impact Score
Vegetation Loss
Mineral Soil Loss
Tree Damage
Root Exposure
Development
Cleanliness
# Of Social Trails
per Rec. Site
Barren Core Area
Encounters per
Day (Trail)
Potential Encounter
per Day (Camp)
Noxious Weeds
Fish Stocking

11
5
9
9
3
7
11
12
12
9
-3
4A
10
8

The “tree damage” measure currently only shows the number of trees damaged
in the main camp area and does not specify the severity of the damage.

By

simply counting the number of damaged trees the extent of the damage is not
discernable (Smith, 2003). For example, two sites both having “60 percent tree
damage” could look very different if damage trees on the first site have only a few
broken branches and small marks while the damaged trees on the second site
have extenave damage on every tree.

A study done by Smith (2003) in the

Western Australia showed that when both the number of damaged trees and the
severity of the damage were collected there was no correlation between the two.
This finding suggests that the data from one measure is not connected to the
other and in order to gain a more accurate picture of the impact both the damage
and the level of severity should be collected.
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However, a number of problems

arise when trying to calculate the extent of tree damage (Cole, 1989).

First,

determining the amount of damage is subjective and difficult for different
evaluators to assess consistently. One solution to this subjectivity problem is to
include pictures of different severities of damaged trees in the monitoring
handbook. A picture that best characterizes each level of severity could increase
the precision of this measure (Marion, 1991)(Appendix D).

Another problem with assessing the extent of tree damage is that by only
including the number (and even the severity) of damaged trees in the main camp
area you receive a number that likely underestimates the actual amount of tree
damage at the campsite.

Most tree damage occurs off-site due to firewood

gathering or stock use. Therefore, by only using the main camp area to assess
the damage, you are not obtaining an accurate estimate of the total number
damaged or the level of severity. However, if the entire site is surveyed then the
precision of the measure is lowered because different evaluators will not travel
the same distance offsite looking for damaged trees (Cole, 1989). A solution to
this could be fixed distances for transect lines that radiate from the main camp
area.

However, transect lines are time intensive and perhaps the level of

precision needed to characterize the extent of tree damage could be fulfilled by
simply using the levels of severity characterization for the main camp area.

Based on the literature review for root exposure it is not necessary to include a
severity rating for it. Currently, the impact score index weights both tree damage
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and root exposure the same value of 3, which is the highest weight (multiplier)
possible (Appendix C).

This weight seems reasonable for the tree damage

measure because of its long-lasting effects and possible significant impacts to
visitors. However, based on the findings of Roggenbuck et al. (1993) and Smith
(2003), visitors are more tolerant of root exposure than tree damage, suggesting
perhaps the weight for “root exposure” measure should be changed to a 2. A
weight of 2 still reflects the measures importance, but it does not make it one of
the most significant measures for determining the impact score.

In addition,

since mineral soil loss is also used in determining the impact score (and has a
weight of 3), the importance of soil impacts is reflected in this measure as well.

The “cleanliness” measure could be changed by placing the number of campfire
rings in a different indicator measure. The number of campfire rings is also a
measure that could assess the “undeveloped” quality of wilderness and could be
added to the development measure, which would change the weight for this
measure. Another option would be to make campfire rings a separate measure
with its own weight. Due to its previously noted significance this is the suggested
option and the maximum weight of 3 should be assigned to it. A further option
would be to make the number of campfire rings its own indicator.

One improvement to the indicator of the “number of social trails per recreational
site” would be to more clearly define the terminology “social trail at a recreation
site” . The new definition for a social trail could be based on that of Glidden
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(2005), I.e. Social Trail: greater than 10ft in length which leads away from
recreation area and is related to the use of the site.

The “barren core area” standard level for Opportunity Class I could be changed
to a more specific term or alternatively a new definition could be added to clarify
the existing one.

Currently, the term ‘short-lived’ in the standard and is not

specifically defined. A definition such as ‘persists for no more than one season’
could be added to clarify its intent. Also, it must be noted that any action taken to
restore a disturbed site will affect the “untrammeled” quality of wilderness
character. However, Landres et al. (in process) states that this is really only a
consideration if the restoration activity affects entire basins, drainages, or lakes.

Solitude, which is monitored in terms of “encounters on the trail” , is a complex,
subjective experience, and science has not been able to identify a well-accepted
indicator for it. As stated earlier, most wildernesses areas continue to use this
indicator because there is not a good alternative.

Landres et al. (in process)

suggested that opportunities for solitude are not determined using specific
encounters

data.

Instead,

factors

such as where the environment is

undeveloped and natural-appearing, and where visitors can determine when and
where they wish to go should be used. One suggestion is to use the “number of
visiting parties” as an indicator. This measure relates to solitude, but it is not as
preferable as “encounters”. Also, “total group visits” have been shown to have a
weak relationship to encounters. An increase in party visits would be interpreted
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as an increase in wilderness visitation, and therefore as a decline in opportunities
for solitude. This indicator could be monitored using trailhead car counts at busy
trailheads during peak season from May to September.

As stated in the Current Conditions and Trends section, noxious weeds are not a
serious problem in the A-BW. However, there are areas in the wilderness where
noxious weeds will continue to persist while the current standard is for Zero
Presence.

As stated previously, it is not acceptable to increase a standard

because conditions have degraded however, if management is not willing to
compromise the “untrammeled” quality of wilderness then is maybe necessary to
change this standard.

One suggestion would be the following standards: less

than 1 percent canopy cover for CCI, less than 2 percent canopy cover for OCII,
and less than 5 percent canopy cover for OCIII.

In order to improve the fish stocking information it would be helpful to know which
lakes are stocked outside that wilderness and analyze the impacts at these
areas. Fishing at non-wilderness stocked lakes could alleviate pressure on the
wilderness lakes.

Also, there is a need for better interagency coordination

between Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks and the Forest Service.

A general

Memorandum of Understanding was written in 1986, but is not wilderness
specific. It is suggested that a new MOU be drafted for the A-BW, such as was
done in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex.
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The inventory indicator of distance to firewood was not discussed or evaluated
previously in this paper because it is not used to determine the opportunity class
map. However, it is currently used in the monitoring protocol for the A-BW and is
an important indicator for management.

This is because firewood distance

indicates how scarce firewood is and consequently the amount of possible
campsite expansion and social trail proliferation that may occur In search of
firewood. Currently, the calculation of distance to firewood is assessed by the
evaluator, who paces the distance to the nearest source of firewood.

This

method could be changed to give choices for the amount of distance and these
could use ranges such as: <100ft, 100-200ft, and >200ft.

Using a range of

values will decrease the precision of the indicator, but it is likely that evaluators
already use an estimate to determine this distance.

The range will aid in

categorizing sites and if a campsite changes categories this could indicate a
change in the amount of firewood abundance.

Another suggestion for firewood abundance levels is that problem areas could be
highlighted using the following

indicators: distance to firewood, firewood

abundance levels, number of damaged trees, and the number of fire rings and
scars. The highlighted areas would be considered potential locations where a
fire ban may be necessary. Due to the controversial nature of campfire bans the
highlighted areas could be further assessed using additional indicators for fuel
abundance.

Hall and Farrell (2001) outlined methods for firewood abundance

and availability. The suggested methods are time consuming, however, it may
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only be necessary to sample some of the sites in the highlighted area, rather
than conduct a full census.
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Conclusion

Research for this paper has lead to a number of Wilderness Areas being
contacted

regarding

their

monitoring

process.

It was

found

that the

implementation of campsite monitoring information varied widely.

Some

Wilderness Areas had used the data for planning purposes and to implement
actions, while the majority of the wildernesses were only involved in the minimum
amount of monitoring and were not using the data that was collected.

The

Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness has an exemplary campsite monitoring dataset,
with 3 wilderness-wide monitoring efforts inventorying approximately 1,300
campsites. Now the A-BW is at the stage where this information can be put into
action.

This paper had the dual purposes of describing the current conditions and trends
of wilderness character for the A-BW and assessing the efficacy of the indicators
and standards used for monitoring.

Protection of natural resources from

campsite impacts is one of the most challenging problems wilderness managers
face due to the fact the Forest Service is mandated under the Wilderness Act to
protect the wilderness character while continuing to provide outstanding
recreational opportunities.

Further, this paper is the last step in the circular

process of planning. Planning connects knowledge to action and this is a multistep process, with monitoring being the last step.

The monitoring data and

analysis presented in this paper provides preliminary information on specific
areas are currently not displaying an acceptable level of wilderness quality.
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From this information Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness managers can formulate
future actions necessary to mitigate these problems and begin the planning
process cycle over again.
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Appendix A: Criteria for Evaluating indicators
Specific: The indicator defines specific circumstances rather than general conditions.
Objective: The indicator is measured in absolute, unequivocal terms, and is not subject
to interpretation.
Reliable: There are repeatable measures by different personnel (assuming evaluators
are equally observant), and it yields same results when measured over time and across
different wildernesses when conditions are the same.
Credible: The indicator can be measured accurately with a high degree of confidence.

Resilient: The indicator is resilient to management actions and small amounts of
change.
Responsive: The indicator is free from environmental variation and changes can be
attributed to people or management actions.
Low-Impact: Measurement of the indicator does not result in destructive resource
impacts or negatively affect the visitor experience.
Significant: (useful) The indicator is related to a significant feature or condition in
wilderness and if there is a change in this indicator it would be a serious problem.
Easy to Measure: The indicator is relatively simple to measure, quickly and without
sophisticated equipment. The more time, expertise, equipment, and #of people needed
the less desirable it is. This does not factor in travel time it is only while at the campsite.
Trainable/Explainable: There should be little if any formal training needed, the
evaluator can quickly learn how to monitor this indicator, and it can be explained to a lay
person easily.
Cost-Effective: This indicator is economically feasible and a relatively low expenditure
of park funds, and assumes campsite indicators are collected at the same time making it
more economically feasible.
Large Sampling Window: There is enough time in the season or year to successfully
complete the monitoring.
Availability of Baseline Data: The data for the indicator has already been collected and
is available.
Adapted from:
U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Denver Service Center. 1997. The visitor
experience and resource protection (VERP) framework a handbook for planners and
managers. September 1997.
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Appendix B: Evaluation of indicators with Selected Criteria
The seven indicators and measures used to calculate impact index indicator are
evaluated for their effectiveness.
Appendix A.

The evaluation uses criteria defined in

The ‘low impact’ criterion was originally used for evaluation;

however, all indicators and measures received a +1 when rated by it. Since this
criterion did not depict a difference because none of the indicators or measures
result in destructive resource impacts or negatively affect the visitor’s experience
this criterion was not included in the tables below. These criteria allow for an
objective evaluation of each indicator and were selected for use in this evaluation
after a literature review of indicators and their desirable characteristics were
learned. It is advantageous for an indicator to possess all of the characteristics,
but it is not critical. After the criteria were selected, they were evaluated based
on personal field experience in collecting information on these indicators and
from the literature review.

The indicators were rated on a scale of three: +1

means it positively responds to the criteria, -1 means it has a negative response
to the criteria, and 0 means that it is neither negatively nor positively affected by
the criteria.

All criteria were assumed equal and no weights were assigned.

There is inherent subjectivity in this rating system, therefore a justification for
each rating is provided. However, if justification for rating is obvious, only a “yes”
or “no” is noted.

The final score is calculated by adding the ratings for each

criterion, and the higher the final score the more desirable the indicator.
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Indicator 1 : Recreation Site Density
Table 1: Evaluation of Recreation Site Density Indicator
Indicator

Criteria
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Recreation Site
Density

Final Score: 11
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1 ) It deals with a specific circumstance campsite
• Objective - (1 ) Computer generated and as long as data on individual
campsites is correct this density with be as well
• Reliable - (1 ) Computer generated and as long as data on individual
campsites is correct this density with be as well
• Credible - (1) Computer generated and as long as data on individual
campsites is correct this density with be as well
• Resilient - (0) It will quickly show when site proliferation is a problem, but
site recovery is slow and areas with barren core area and tree damage
could still remain (and continue to have an effect on visitors) and this will
not be reflected in the density number because a recovered site is not
used in this determination.
Responsive - (1) A campsite will only be added to the inventory or taken
off the inventory because of human use/lack of human use or a
management action.
Significant -(1 ) Camping out of sight or sound of other parties is an
important social indicator
Easy to measure - (1) After field work is completed to assess campsite
status density information is computer generated
Explainable/Trainable - (1) Any computer savvy person could complete
this
Cost-effective - (1) The data has already been collected on campsite
status
Large Sampling Window - (1) Computer work could be done at anytime
Availability of baseline data - (1 ) Yes
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Indicator 2: Impact Score
Table 2: Evaluation of Impact Score Indicator
Indicato
r

Criteria
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Final Score: 5
Rating Justification:
Specific - (0) No, it is a way to summarize/generalize information
Objective - (1) Yes, each measure is subject to some interpretation
Reliable - (0) There is some subjectivity with each measure; therefore,
when the measures are averaged it yields a less reliable estimate
Credible - (0) Due to its reduced reliability it does not always yield an
estimate that has a high degree of accuracy
Resilient - (-1) Due to the aggregation of the measures it is slower to
show a change in conditions
Responsive - (1) Yes, the measures monitored are not subject to a high
degree of environmental variation
Significant - (1) Due to aggregating the measures it is not very resilient,
therefore if a change is detected it would indicate a significant problem
Easy to measure - (1) Even though there are number of measures to
collect data for it is not that time consuming
Explainable/Trainable - (-1) Due to the number of measures it takes more
time to train evaluators
Cost-effective - (1) Yes
Large Sampling Window - (1) Yes
Availability of baseline data - (1) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 1 : Vegetation Loss/Mineral Soil Loss
Table 3: Evaluation of Vegetation Loss/Mineral Soil Loss Measure
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Final Score: 9
Rating Justification:
Specific - (0) The characterization of the ‘unused site’ is general
Objective - (0) The characterization of the ‘unused site’ is subject to
individual interpretation
Reliable - (1) There is consistency across monitoring effort in evaluators
results
Credible - (1) It is an accurate estimate and reflected by the consistency
of the results across the monitoring efforts
Resilient - (0) It does not show small amount of change because
evaluators responses are lumped into 4 categories: 0-25%, 26-50%, 5175%, and 76-100%
Responsive - (1) Changes can likely be attributed to management actions
or people
Significant - (1) ‘Naturalness’ is a significant characteristic and a change
in this indicator would highlight a serious problem
Easy to measure - (1) It can be measured quickly and with out
sophisticated equipment.
Explainable/Trainable - (1) Evaluator can quickly learn how to evaluate
this measure
Cost-effective - (1) It is economically feasible
Large Sampling Window - (1) Yes
Availability of baseline data - (1) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 3: Tree Damage
Table 4: Evaluation of Tree Damage Measure
Criteria
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Final Score: 3
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1 ) Yes, it defines a specific circumstance of damage in the
main camp area
• Objective - (-1) Even with a definition in the handbook it is subject to
interpretation
• Reliable - (-1 ) Due to subjectivity it is not as reliable
• Credible - (-1) Reduced accuracy make it not as credible
• Resilient - (0) A management action that reduces the amountof damage
could be seen, but difficult to detect small amounts of change due to
inherent subjectivity
• Responsive - (0) Some environments will show more damage then others
(forested vs. alpine)
• Significant - (0) Some research reports it is highly significant while others
state that it has no effect
• Easy to measure - (1 ) It is not time intensive
• Explainable/Trainable - (1 ) Simply counting number of damaged trees
• Cost-effective - (1 ) Yes
• Large Sampling Window - (1 ) Yes
• Availability of baseline data - (1 ) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 4: Root Exposure
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Final Score: 7
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1 ) Yes, it defines a specific circumstance of root exposure in
the main camp area
• Objective - (0) Subject to some interpretation because of possible
variability in determining the main camp area.
• Reliable - (0) Due to subjectivity it is not as reliable
• Credible - (0) Reduced accuracy make it not as credible
• Resilient - (0) It would reflect a change if a management action such as
use limits as implemented, but difficult to detect small amounts of change
due to inherent subjectivity
• Responsive - (0) Some environments are more susceptible to impacts
• Significant - (1 ) Reflects the amount of use a site receives
• Easy to measure - (1 ) It Is not time intensive to sample
• Explainable/T rainable - (1 ) Simply counting number of trees with exposed
roots and explain that some trees naturally have exposed roots
• Cost-effective - (1 ) Yes
• Large Sampling Window - (1 ) Yes
• Availability of baseline data - (1 ) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 5: Development
Table 6: Evaluation of Development Measure
Criteria

Measure
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Final Score: 11
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1) Yes, simply count the number with in the campsite, the only
time it could become tricky If sites are highly impacted and close together
• Objective - (1) Yes, it is clear what and where objects are counted
• Reliable - (1 ) Yes, different people can easily get the same count
• Credible - (1) Yes, can be accurately measured with a high degree of
certainty
• Resilient - (1 ) Small changes are easily seen and management actions
that would be reflected
• Responsive - (0) Subject to environmental variation, sites that are not
abundant in wood are likely to not have facilities other than a primitive
seat.
• Significant - (1 ) “Undeveloped” is a wilderness quality
• Easy to measure - (1 )Not time consuming to count
• Explainable/T rainable - (1 ) Easy to count
• Cost-effective - (1 ) Yes
• Large Sampling Window - (1 ) Yes
• Availability of baseline data - (1 ) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 6: Cleanliness
Table 7: Evaluation of Cleanliness Measure
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Final Score: 12
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (0) Trash, human waste, and horse manure are categorized into
3 general categories. However, these generalizations maybe specific
enough
Objective - (1) Yes, it is not subject to interpretation
Reliable - (1 ) Yes, different evaluators get similar results
Credible - (1) Yes, it can be accurately assessed with a high degree of
confidence
Resilient - (1) Yes, it will show small amounts of change and respond to
management actions
Responsive - (1) It is free from environmental variation
Significant - (1) Yes, cleanliness is known to greatly impact visitors and
campfire impacts have many ecological ramifications
Easy to measure - (1) Yes
Explainable/T rainable - (1) Yes
Cost-effective - (1) Yes
Large Sampling Window - (1) Yes
Availability of baseline data - (1) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 7: Number of Social Trails per Recreation Site
Table 8: Evaluation of Number of Social Tralls/Rec. Measure
Criteria
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Final Score: 12
Rating Justification:
Specific - ( 1 ) Yes
Objective - (1) Easy to count
Reliable - (1) Easy to count
Credible - (1 ) Consistently we count the same number as old one except
if change in over all condition of site
Resilient - (1 ) Easy to spot a new trail
Responsive - (1) Some environments are more susceptible to vegetation
loss, but this does not greatly effect our ability to count social trails
Significant - (1) Indicator of campfire impacts which are highly important
to visitors and points to the amount of site sprawl
Easy to measure - (1 ) Yes
Explainable/Trainable - (1) Yes
Cost-effective - (1) Yes
Large Sampling Window - (1)Yes
Availability of baseline data - (1) Yes
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Impact Score Measure 8: Barren Core Area
Table 9: Evaluation of Barren Core Area Measure
Criteria
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Final Score: 9
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1 ) Indicator is specifically defined in handbook
• Objective - (0) There is some subjectivity in defining the edge of the
barren core area
• Reliable - (1) Similar results are received when measured by different
evaluators
• Credible - (0) It is not as accurate as some other methods, however, this
technique gives estimates accurate enough to be confidently used to
make decisions without being so time consuming that they it is prohibitive
to collect information
• Resilient - (1 ) Due to decreased accuracy the resiliency is lowered
• Responsive - (1 ) Can be effected by the vegetation type present
• Significant - (1) It monitors more than one thing: visual impacts to visitors
and physical/ecological impacts to the environment
• Easy to measure - (1 ) This impact is obvious to see and by pacing the
distance it is quickly accomplished
• Explainable/Trainable - (0) It takes some amount of training
• Cost-effective - (1 ) Yes
• Large Sampling Window - (1 ) Yes
• Availability of baseline data - (1 ) Yes
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Indicator 5: Encounters per Day (Trail)
Table 10: Evaluation of Encounters per Day (Trail) Indicator
Indicator
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Final Score: -3
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (0) It does define the quality of solitude better then simply using
‘solitude’ as an indicator, but it could become more specific by adding that
the number of encounters monitored by a wilderness ranger in an eight
hour day during the peak season (May 15 to September 15). Without this
added clause the timeframe is unclear and it is difficult to acquire data that
is collected in a consistent manner,
• Objective - (-1) It is subject to interpretation because it is not clear
whether the indicator is measuring an eight hour day on the trail or a two
hour day
• Reliable - (-1) Different collectors could interpret encounters differently,
i.e. a wilderness ranger will obtain different number then a park visitor.
• Credible - (-1 ) It is difficult to measure accurately with a high degree of
confidence because it will not always yield the same results when
measured over time and across different wildernesses even when
conditions are the same.
• Resilient - (-1 ) Data is inherently highly variable, but it could show a
change in the number of encounters if a management action such as a
use limit was imposed.
• Responsive - (1) It is free from environmental variation and any changes
can likely be attributed to people or management action.
• Significant - (1) It relates to solitude, which is an important feature in
wilderness. However, a 1993 study high priority indicators for visitors
ranked it as one of the lowest (Roggenbuck et al., 1993).
• Easy to measure - (-1 ) In order to have scientifically sound data that is
representative of the entire A-BW it would require a significant and intense
sampling effort.
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Explainable/T rainable - (-1) Generally, it is straightforward in the sense
that you record the number of people encountered. Currently, however,
this indicator is difficult to train evaluators to collect data because the time
frame of a day' is unclear.
Cost-effective - (-1) No, in order to have scientifically sound data that is
representative of the entire A-BW it would require a significant and intense
sampling effort.
Large Sampling Window - (1) Yes
Availability of baseline data - (-1) No

Indicator 6: Encounters per Day (Camp)
Table 11: Evaluation of Encounters per Day (Camp) Indicator
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Final Score: 4
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1) Yes, only measuring encounters at on specific camp
• Objective - (0) The amount of time a party spends at camp varies
• Credible - (1) It is likely to yield the same results when measured over
time when conditions are the same.
• Resilient - (0) It is not likely to reflect small amounts of change and it is
subject to some interpretation because some parties spend more time at
camp then others, i.e. if backcountry ranger collects data they will likely
spend less time at camp than a recreation party, which will leading to
lower numbers of encounters for the backcountry ranger’s observations
• Responsive - (1) It is free from environmental variation and any changes
can likely be attributed to people or management action.
• Significant - (1) Relates to solitude characteristic, which is very important
while at camp.
• Easy to measure —(-1) In order to have scientifically sound data that is
representative of the entire A-BW it would require a significant and intense
sampling effort.
• Explainable/T rainable - (1) Yes
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Cost-effective - (-1) No, in order to have scientifically sound data that is
representative of the entire A-BW it would require a significant and intense
sampling effort.
Large Sampling Window - (1) Yes
Availability of baseline data - (-1) No

Indicator 7: Presence of Noxious Weeds
Table 12: Evaluation of Presence of Noxious Weeds Indicator
Indicator
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Final Score: 10
Rating Justification:
Specific - (1) Yes, any exotic in the wilderness is counted
Objective - (1) Yes, It is not subject to interpretation
Reliable - (1) Yes
Credible - (1) Yes
Resilient - (1) Yes
Responsive - (0) No, some areas (if disturbed by fire or historical grazing)
are more prone to introduction
Significant - (1) Can quickly lose naturalness quality of area
Easy to measure - (1) Yes, can quickly assess if present or not
Explainable/T rainable - (0) Need to know the species
Cost-effective - (1) Yes
Large Sampling Window - (1) Yes
Availability of baseline data - (1) Yes
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Indicator 8: Fish Stocking
Table 13: Evaluation of Fish Stocking Indicator
Criteria
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Final Score: 8
Rating Justification:
• Specific - (1 ) Only looking at one lake in one opportunity class
• Objective - (1) It either has fish or it does not
• Reliable - (1 ) Able to get similar results with different evaluators
• Credible - (1 ) The number of fish can be accurately reported
• Resilient - (1 ) It either is stocked and fish are netted or they are not
• Responsive - (1) It is not subject to environmental interpretation
• Low-Impact - (1) Yes, does not result in destructive resource impacts or
negatively affect the visitor experience
• Significant - (1) It could significant environmental and social
consequences
• Easy to measure - (-1) It is time consuming to travel to and monitor all the
lakes and streams
• Explainable/T rainable - (0) Need to be knowledgeable about fish species
and netting procedures, therefore, it takes some time to train
• Cost-effective - (0) It is time consuming and as a result expensive to
monitor all of the lakes and streams in the A-BW
• Large Sampling Window - (1 ) Yes
• Availability of baseline data - (1 ) Yes
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Appendix C: Impact Score Indicator Calculation Matrix
Table 1: Impact Evaluation Rating
Indicator

1

2

3

Weight

Vegetation
Loss

no difference in
coverage*

1 coverage class
difference*

>1 coverage
class difference*

2

Mineral
Soil Loss

no difference in
coverage*

1 coverage class
difference*

>1 coverage
class difference*

3

Tree Damage:
# or damaged
trees

no more than lower
branches broken

1-8 damaged trees or
>25% of total # trees
damaged

>8 trees
damaged or >
50% of total #
trees damaged

3

Root
Exposure:
# of trees
with exposed

none

1-5 trees or > 25% of
total # of trees with
roots exposed

>5 or >50% of
total # of trees
with roots
exposed

3

Development:
exclude
fire rings

no facilities

Primitive rock or log
seat

Facilities other
than primitive
seat

1

Cleanliness:
# of fire rings,
human waste,
manure, trash

no fire scars or rings

1 fire scar/ring minor
trash or manure

>1 fire scar/ring
or much human
waste or trash

1

Social Trails

no more than 1
discernable

2-3 discernable, max
1 well worn

>3 discernable
or >1 well worn

2

BarrenArea
Estimate

<50 ft2

50-1,000 ft2

<1,000 ft2

3

"Coverage classes are: 0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, and 76-100%
Low = 18-27 Moderate = 28-36 Heavy = 37-45 Extreme = 46-54
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Appendix D: Tree Damage Severity Photos

MODERATE

NONE/SLIGHT

NONE/SLIGHT: No or slight
damage such as broken or cut
smaller branches, 1 nail, or a
few superficial trunk scars.
MODERATE; Numerous small
trunk scars and nails or 1
moderate sized scar.
SEVERE; Trunk scars
numerous with many that are
large and have penetrated to the
inner wood; any complete
girdling of tree.

SEVERE

Source: (Marion, 1991)
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Appendix E: A-B Wilderness Current Quality of Wilderness Character
Indicator/ Measure

Quality of Wilderness Character

Untrammeled Undeyeloped Natural

Recreation Site
Density
Vegetation Loss/
Mineral Soil Loss
Tree Damage
Root Exposure
Development
Cleanliness
# Of Social Trails
per Rec. Site
Barren Core Area
Encounters per
Day
(Trail)
Encounter per
Day (Camp)
Noxious Weeds
Fish Stocking

Outstanding Opportunity for
Solutude
or a Primitiye & Unconfined Rec.
Experience

/

Current
Condition

Stable
Stable

V
y
y
y

y

y
y
y

Stable
Stable
Improving
Improving

y

Stable

y

Stable

y
y
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y

N/A

y

N/A
N/A
N/A

Appendix F: Maps
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Map 1: A-BW Opportunity Class Map
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Map 2: A-BW 2004 Campsites Violating Recreational Site Density Indicator
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Map 3: A-BW 2004 Campsites Violating Impact Score Indicator
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Map 4: A-BW 2004 Campsites Violating No. of Social Trs per Rec. Site Indicator
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Figure 5: A-BW 2004 Campsites Violating Barren Core Area Indicator
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Map 6: A-BW 2004 Potential Campsites Vioiating Camp Encounters Indicator
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Map Figure 7: A-BW 2004 Campsites with a Noxious Weed Species Present
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Map 8: A-BW Stocked Lakes with Populations only Sustained through Stocking
and have Future Plants
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Map 9: A-BW Stocked Lakes or that Contain Nonnative Fish
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A-BW 2004 Violation Count for Campsite Indicators
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Map 10: A-BW 2004 Campsite Violation Count
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